Abstract-Traffic sign detection and recognition systems are essential components of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems and self-driving vehicles. In this contribution we present a vision-based framework which detects and recognizes traffic signs inside the attentional visual field of drivers. This technique takes advantage of the driver 3D absolute gaze point obtained through the combined use of a front-view stereo imaging system and a non-contact 3D gaze tracker. We used a linear Support Vector Machine as a classifier and a Histogram of Oriented Gradient as features for detection. Recognition is performed by using Scale Invariant Feature Transforms and color information. Our technique detects and recognizes signs which are in the field of view of the driver and also provides indication when one or more signs have been missed by the driver.
I. INTRODUCTION
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are rapidly becoming widespread in modern vehicles with the aim to make roads safer for vehicles and pedestrians. Traffic Sign Detection and Recognition (TSDR) techniques are essential components of ADAS.
These methods attempt to make drivers aware of incoming signs on the road and warn them against possible danger. However, there are many factors that can make the process of detection and recognition of traffic signs less successful, such as differences in sign position, in lighting, motion blur, and poor image quality. Additionally, we are interested in the signs a driver may not see, based on the 3D Point of Gaze (PoG) and the attentional visual field of drivers.
TSDR have attracted a great deal of attention in the recent past. While the problem of sign detection may appear solved (in particular for European traffic signs), there is still room for numerous improvements. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first TSDR method that performs detection and recognition of traffic signs within the attentional visual field of the driver. The usefulness of this approach lies in the capability of informing drivers of road signs that have not intersected their visual field of attention for a certain period of time. The proposed method consists of three different stages:
1) Establishing the attentional field of view of the driver 2) Sign detection performed with a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) features 3) Recognition performed using color information and Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) matching This contribution is structured as follows. In Section II, we review the related literature in the field of sign detection. Section III discusses the proposed method including detection and recognition. Results and evaluations are given in Section IV. Section V summarizes this paper.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Different traffic sign recognition methods have been proposed in the recent past. They usually consist of two sequential processes, namely a detection stage that identifies a Region of Interest (RoI), and a recognition stage that identifies the exact type of sign or rejects the identified RoI.
In many systems, color segmentation is used for detection and recognition. For example, authors in [1] compared the YUV and RGB color spaces and chose the latter as it resulted in lower numbers of false positives and improved computational time. Nevertheless, In [2] , the YUV color space was used for similar purposes.
IHLS (an improved version of HLS color space) is another color space that was employed in [3] . A great number of contributors used other color spaces such as HSI [4] , [5] , [6] , and HSV [7] , [8] . Soendoro et al. [9] performed color filtering using the CIELAB color space coupled with hue and noted its efficiency for localizing traffic signs. According to [10] the color appearance model CIECAM97 performs better than others such as CIELUV, CIELAB, and RGB. Authors in [11] also used the CIECAM97 model for color segmentation. In addition, Liu et al. [12] proposed a new color filter which they called Simple Vector Filter (SVF) that is capable of extracting a specific color at high speed and separating objects from backgrounds.
While color based detectors are popular, there are many other approaches based on the shapes of signs. for instance, authors in [13] introduced a colorless method for road sign classification using a Hierarchical Spatial Feature Matching (HSFM) method. Canny's edge detector was used by Garcia et al. [14] as a means to extract contours necessary for shape-based traffic sign detectors. Aoyagi and Asakura [15] proposed genetic algorithms and neural networks for the purpose of sign detection. Road sign symmetry properties were used in [16] for detecting candidate image regions. Loy and Barnes [17] suggested a technique for detecting triangular, square, and octagonal road signs using the symmetric nature of these shapes.
Many sign detection strategies include a color segmentation stage followed by some kind of shape extraction. The work of Fang et al. [18] includes using hue values as color features and an edge detector method for shape-feature extraction. Contributions from Oh et al. [19] and Tsai et al. [20] are other examples of integrating color based methods with shape analysis.
In recent years, HOG features [21] were used by many for traffic sign feature extraction such as in Xie et al. [22] and in Zaklouta et al. [23] . Additionally, Mathias et al. [24] used Integral Channel Features (ICF), first established by Dollar et al. [25] . In most of these approaches, the feature extraction stage is followed by a recognition process that ascertains whether detected candidates are actual traffic signs. We have noted that neural networks [26] , SVMs [27] , and template matching [8] , [28] are the most widely used approaches for the traffic sign recognition stage.
III. PROPOSED METHOD A. Gaze Localization
In this work, our main focus lies on detection and recognition of signs within the visual field of the driver. In order to relate the 3D Line-of-Gaze (LoG) of the driver to the depth map obtained by the forward stereo camera system and derive the 3D Point-of-Gaze (PoG), we used a technique proposed in our laboratory [29] to identify the 3D PoG in absolute coordinates expressed in the frame of reference of the vehicle. Figure 1 delineates the remote eye tracking system and the stereoscopic vision system. By intersecting the visual cone of attention with the plane perpendicular at the 3D PoG along the 3D LoG of the driver, we are able to form a circle in 3D space which represents our region of interest. Note that this circle becomes a 2D ellipse once projected onto the imaging plane of the stereoscopic sensors. further details and related equations are found in [29] and [30] . Our technique is described by the following procedure: 1) Transformation of eye position e = (e x , e y , e z ) and the 3D PoG g = (g x , g y , g z ) into the frame of reference of the forward scene stereo imaging system as described in [29] 2) Calculating the radius of the gaze area based on the Euclidean distance between eye position and point of gaze 3) Re-projecting the defined circle by the PoG and radius and contained in the 3D plane perpendicular to the LoG onto the image plane of the forward stereo scene system. 4) Transformation of the 3D circle into the reference frame of the stereo system 
B. Detection Phase
It is widely accepted that Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) features are suitable for rigid object detection. These features are based on evaluating well-normalized local histograms of image gradient orientations in a dense grid [21] . Computing HOG features includes estimating firstorder image gradients, building the gradient histograms, followed by a block-normalization process resulting in better invariance to illumination, shadowing, and edge contrast. The final stage is gathering the HOG descriptors into a combined feature vector for use in the window classifier. For this system, we chose 9 orientation channels.
After the feature extraction stage, a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) [31] is used for learning the detector. SVM is a discriminative classifier formally defined by a separating hyper-plane. This classification method is highly accurate and extremely fast which is useful for large amounts of training data. We selected 1000 images as positive training samples. Additionally, we increased the number of positive images by adding the flipped, rotated, and translated versions of the original samples resulting in better detection performance. The initial negative samples are selected from the training images with the traffic signs regions cropped out. For boosting the performance of the learned classifier, we use an advanced learning method called Hard Negative Mining (HNM). In essence, every single region that does not contain a traffic sign can be considered as a negative sample. There are too many samples to be used in practice, but we are only looking for key negative samples which can be extracted from the hard negative mining stage. We train the SVM in an iterated procedure, and for each iteration, the detector is applied to a new image without any traffic signs. Then, we add the resulting false positives (hard negatives) to the training set for the next iteration. We iterated this process 5 times with good results. Finally, the classifier is provided with more key negative samples which makes the detection performance more robust. Figure 3 illustrates the extraction of hard negative samples from a traffic sign-free image.
Once the stages of HNM and training are completed, we evaluate the model on test data. We use a sliding window over multiple scales. In order to eliminate redundant detections, a Non Maximum Suppression (NMS) algorithm is used. NMS keeps the highest-scoring detection and removes any other detection whose overlap is greater than a threshold. We used Pascal's overlap score [32] so as to establish the overlap ratio between the two bonding boxes. It is computed as:
where a 0 is the overlap ratio. B 1 and B 2 are the bounding boxes.
C. Recognition Phase
The recognition phase identifies the correct type of road sign candidate. Recognition is performed with SIFT features and color information. The detected candidates are scaled to the same size as our template signs.
We gathered a full set of template traffic signs for use in the recognition stage. Figure 4 depicts a few examples of images in the template database. The next step involves the use of color information in order to increase the performance of the SIFT matching. We calculate the color difference between the candidate target and template signs. The HSV color model is used for this purpose as it is less sensitive to variations in illumination. Figure 5 displays the extracted H,S and V values for the template and detected signs. Traffic signs include a wide variety of colors and we differentiate them by using all the components of the HSV color space. We compute the H, S, and V values of the detected candidate and the template signs. Then, we get the average of all values based on a defined mask. This is followed by creating the δ images, 
where Hchannel, Schannel, and V channel are the averaged HSV color parameters of the detected candidate, and the other three are averaged HSV color parameters of the template sign. The final value which is the color difference between the two images is obtained as:
where δf value is between 0 and 1. If it is close to 1, we can conclude that there is a significant color difference between the candidate traffic sign and the template. We define a threshold, whose value was experimentally obtained, to determine whether the two images are color-wise similar or not. If δf is less than the defined threshold, then we select the corresponding template sign for feature matching. Hence, we perform feature matching only between the candidate image and those images in the template database whose colors are similar to the detected sign. This method removes some of the false matches and significantly improves the performance. We perform feature matching using the SIFT [33] algorithm. We chose this detector instead of other featurematching detectors due to its accuracy and speed. Feature extraction is performed with a Difference of Gaussians (DoG) operator within the SIFT descriptor. The features extracted with a DoG are partially invariant to scale, rotation, and position variations. Figure 6 illustrates the DoG scale space. Following this, we perform matching on the two sets of descriptors, using a thresholding value. A descriptor d i is matched to a descriptor d j if the distance between them multiplied by a threshold is not greater than the distance of d i to all other descriptors. The value of this threshold was experimentally chosen and it is equal to 1.5 . The RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm is also used to discard possible outliers. Finally, the image in the template database which gives the maximum number of matches with the candidate image is considered as a recognized sign. However, if the maximum number of matches between the two images is less than a minimum value, we discard that candidate image.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The driving sequences recorded with our experimental vehicle [34] have been used. The proposed method was tested on 3500 frames. Among these frames, 1806 traffic signs appeared which were manually annotated. The size of the recorded images is 320 by 240. While our main focus is on detection and recognition of signs within the visual field of the driver, we also performed sign detection outside this area in order to provide the driver with a response about a possibly unseen traffic sign. Figure 7 displays small portions of our results. According to this figure, if the four coordinates of the bounding box are inside the drivers field of view, we can conclude that the driver has seen the sign. Otherwise, the driver has missed the sign. Both SEEN and MISSED feedbacks are given to the driver right after the detection and recognition of signs.
For assessing the accuracy of sign detection, we report on both the Detection Rate (DR) and the number of False Positives Per Frame (F P P F ), defined as follows:
where T P is the number of correct detections, F N is the number of false negatives, F P is the number of false positives, and F is the number of all frames. Tables I and II report the performance of the detection and recognition of traffic signs. Figure 8 displays the performance of our detector computed using a Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve, marks the True Positive Rate (TPR) versus False Positive Rate (FPR). The threshold used for the curve is the scoring value of the detected bounding boxes. This value varies from 0 (definitely negative) to 1 (definitely positive). We experimented with various values for this parameter in order to find the optimal one. Finally, a threshold value of 0.56 gave us a better trade off between the true positive rate and the false positive rate. Another standard evaluation method is the confusion matrix, displayed in Figure 9 . The confusion matrix is a It is important to note that due to significant differences between European and North American traffic signs, providing a meaningful comparison between our proposed method and other methods may not be feasible. But, we just introduce a state-of-the-art detection method on European traffic sign detection. Authors in [24] have evaluated their method on the German Traffic Sign (GTS) and the Belgium Traffic Sign (BTS) datasets. Both benchmarks are split in three main super classes based on their color and shape: (M) mandatory, (D) danger, and (P) prohibitory. The following table summarizes the detection rates of their method. Additionally, not many traffic sign detection methods have been tested on North American signs. For instance, authors in [35] proposed a detector only for stop, warning , and speed limit signs and provided separate accuracies for each category. In contrast, our detector detects most traffic signs, including warning, temporary conditions, information and direction, and regulatory signs.
V. CONCLUSION
We presented an efficient method for the detection and recognition of traffic signs within the attentional visual field of drivers. By using an in-vehicle, non-contact infra-red binocular gaze tracking system installed in our experimental vehicle, we were able to identify the exact attentional visual area of the driver into the depth map provided by the forward stereoscopic system. We were also able to infer whether the driver was likely to have seen the sign or not based on computing the intersection of the detected bounding box and drivers gaze area. While most of the other methods are simply concerned with the detection and recognition of signs within image sequences, we designed an algorithm for inferring the cognitive behaviour of the driver in terms of the 3D localization of gaze in absolute coordinates and determined the approximate size of the driver's attentional visual area. The development of an Advanced Driving Assistance System that increases safety in relation to the 3D localization of the driver's gaze in the environment may be realized by extending our approach to include other important features commonly encountered on the road. 
